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January 1, 1943

No word from Captain Hampton's ship which was lost on December 27, 1942.  The crew members 
were 2dnd Lt. Robert Henry Perchall, Captain Fred M. Hampton, 2dn Lt. Thomas A Johnston, 2nd Lt. 
Henry Marne Barlow, T/Sgt. Edwin J. Mathews, Sgt. Murray E. Scott, T/Sgt. Robert P. Wiltshire.  
Eight airplanes participated in an extensive search yesterday, but nothing was found.  It is surmised that
the plane could have crashed into the soft delta mud of the flooded Mississippi river bottoms, and been 
enveloped in the mud.

Today being New Years, was a slow day around camp, but still another working day with activity as 
usual.  60 men were transferred out of the group to the 309th Bomb Group in Columbia, and personnel 
is slowing being worked over to eliminate undesirables and fill vacancies.  Many complaints have been
made of the Officers Mess, and remedial action will probably be taken in the near future.

January 2, 1943

Word received today that Captain Hampton's ship had been found near Monroe Louisiana.  The unusual
daily telegram sent to relatives concerning the status of the search was withheld until more definite 
information was received.  They evidently were only able to reach the wreckage by boat, and were 
unable to recognize any of the mangled bodies, already undergoing decay due to the swamp and time 
elapsed since death.

Lt. Fowler is suffering from New Year's Eve and a tooth extraction.  The Colonel has really been on the
job since this plane crash, and everyone is quite busy.  We seem to be settling down in Walterboro for 
the duration judging from the extending training programs planned.

January 3, 1943

Seven bodies were recovered from the wreckage of the 489th Bomb Squadron airplane.  Although 
positive identification was not possible on more than four.  Relatives were notified.  There is much 
consternation in the 489th Bomb Squadron over the loss of their Commanding Officer and many of their
good friends.

Colonel Atchinson from the Third
Bomber Command dropped in this
evening, and will make a formal
inspection tomorrow.  Also expected
General Arnold, as we heard he was in
Myrtle Beach.  There is a rumor that we
will lose Major Brussell, Group Surgeon,
to the Base Medical Detachment.

Many of the Officers have their wives
here now, and are getting in their final
flying time before being shipped
overseas.  Chaplain Cooper has a very
attractive wife. Chaplain James Cooper



It is hoped that morale in the Group will recover from the current mishaps.

January 4, 1943

Colonel Atchinson and his staff inspected this morning.  He was quite disgusted with the 488th Bomb 
Squadron Mess Hall.  His inspection of the Group as a whole, however, proved quite satisfactory, and 
we were of the impression that he considered our Group as ready for combat.

Seven bodies out of the eight have been identified out of the crew of Captain Hampton's ship.  Escorts 
for the bodies left this afternoon to accompany the remains of the deceased to their homes.  It wasn't a 
pleasant assignment.

Rumors from operations revealed that a new field order was in the offing, and we are anxious to see 
how efficiently the maneuvers are carried out.  There has been quite a problem in the way of guards for 
planes, as well as general duty men.  All our personnel are specialists, and their extensive O.T.U. 
[Operational Training Unit] activities occupy most of their time.  There is a feeling in this headquarters,
that our day of departure for the port of embarkation is drawing nigh.

January 5, 1943

All bodies have been recovered from Captain Hampton's ship except that of Sgt. Murray Scott.

A field order came out today, and while the squadrons were a little slow in getting going, the 
formations were excellent.  This Group is to be inspected Thursday by Army Air Forces, Third Air 
Force and Third Bomber Command.  This will be a tactical and administrative inspection and will 
largely determine our shipping date.

We are almost finished with our typhus shots and will start on our cholera shots Thursday.  We hope 
that this will finish it.  The Officers finally got fed up with the Officer's mess and are going to start 
messing with the Squadrons Friday.  We hope the 488th mess will improve, as it has been terrible so far.

January 6, 1943

Today was rocked with excitement of the forthcoming inspections on the morrow.  A host of Majors, 
Lt. Colonels and Colonels arrived this afternoon and started their investigation.  The inspection was 
described as a tactical and administrative one, and Operations was busy preparing a field order for the 
big show tomorrow.  HQ and the Orderly rooms were busy straightening up their records, and getting 
an accurate inventory on personnel.  The inspectors consisted of Officers from AAF, 3 B.C., and 3 A.F.

Men in HQ as well as those in the squadrons have been qualifying with the rifle, Tommy gun, and 45 
Cal pistol.  More shots today. (Immunization).  It is beginning to become apparent that this is a “hot 
outfit.”



January 7, 1943

Today we were inspected.  Everything was turned upside down, and the results were favorable.  The 
planes performed excellently.  General Parker from the Third Bomber observed the take-offs from the 
control tower.  There was a little delay in the first few take-offs, but when they got going, the planes 
took off at 30-second intervals like clock-work.

The event of the day was the receipt of new orders affecting our movement.  The exact nature of these 
orders is not known at the present time, but it is surmised that the P. of E. [Point of Embarkation] has 
been changed from Hampton Roads to -------------- and that our time here will be about a week or less.

January 8, 1943

A high fever of tension gripped the 340th  today, as word gradually spread by the grape vine telegraph 
that we would soon be leaving for the P. of E.  Plans were made for crating our desks here in HQ and 
all personnel are hurrying to get their laundry and dry-cleaning out of town.  It seems that we will be 
shipped via Pullman to San Francisco, sailing from there around through the Panama Canal to the 
Atlantic [sic. See below.] and over to Africa.  Our baggage will go by train direct to Newport News, 
(Hampton Roads) for direct shipment.  The long round-about journey, although monotonous, will 
broaden our span of travel and have its good points.

January 9, 1943

Yesterday's little extravaganza as to prediction of route to our destination has proved erroneous.  
Hereafter there will be no such predictions, but mere statement of fact as to day to day happenings.

We started packing today, packing all non-essential equipment for shipment.  Operations completed 
most of their packing, and are now without office equipment.  The boxes are being painted green and 
lined with water-tight paper.  The fever of moving has gripped the whole group.  

January 10, 1943

Still packing.  Captain Essrig [Irving M. Essrig] is leaving the 486th and we have a new officer in his 
place.  Some are of the opinion that Captain Essrig's leaving is rather yellow.  There has been some 
perceptible evidence of “Gangplankitus” as Lt. Fowler so aptly puts it.  We had a visit from the mother 
of one young lad, and upon summoning the Pvt. Fisher to HQ, we discovered he was afraid to go 
across.  An antidote to this malady of a few weeks of stiff labor and rifle drill was recommended.  
Colonel Mills went to Columbia today.

January 11, 1943

Colonel Mills back from Columbia and work resumed as usual.  Lt. Fowler's girlfriend here to see him. 
There has been a noted change in Lt. Fowler's disposition of late.  At first we attributed to the Hampton
plane crash, but now the mood still persists, and we believe something else is weighing on his mind.



The new Commanding Officer of the 489th, Lt. Parrish, is very cautiously assuming his duties as C.O.  
Little is heard from him, though he seems to be well liked, and is called something of an extrovert.

January 12, 1943

The 489th Bomb Squadron had a plane crash today.  Flying in a group of planes over Savannah Georgia,
the left wing of the plane disintegrated in a steep bank, sending the plane hurtling into the Savannah 
river.  All lives were lost.  Those lost were T/Sgt. Roy S. Zufall, Corporal George V. Silva, 2nd Lt. Floyd
A. W. Hale Jr, S/Sgt. Arnold A. Lassen, S/Sgt. Ronald Medlen, and 1st Lt. Arnold W. Kay.

January 13, 1943

Repercussions of the 489th crash has left the entire group in a numbed mood.  Such tragedies are 
detrimental to everyone....the escorts were sent to Savannah and all administrative procedure went 
smoothly.  Investigations of Lt. Kay's crash revealed no possibility of sabotage, but rather pilot error.  
The crash itself was described from pilots and men flying in the same formation as Lt. Kay's ship went 
into a 30-degree bank, registering about 290 m.p.h., the upper end of the right wing began to flutter, 
and it came down, the wing tearing off at the butt, the plane itself seemed to make a falling-leaf dive 
into the Savannah river, which necessitated recovering the bodies by boat.

Sgt. Voorhees [George R. Voorhees] went to the hospital today with ear troupe.  Shots and 
immunizations are being hammered...and we are nearly 100 percent complete on everything.

The entire personnel of the group are more or less on edge, pending the receipt of the movement orders.
This is the most dangerous lull, as far as moral is concerned, but it continues to remain high, a 
phenomenon of this organization. 

Sgt. Scott has not yet been found.

January 14, 1943

Lt. Cover [Charles J. Cover], Adjutant of the 488th, received his captaincy, and the usual
party ensued. 

The 487th and 488th have discarded Air Corp policies and have inaugurated a regular
school of infantry training....troops in full regalia are seen marching in good form to and
from the field.  This training will later prove more of an asset than a good deal of the
various OTU courses.

The air of expectancy still prevails, and work has reduced itself to a minimum, the officers being the 
worst offenders...Dart games and gossiping has predominated for diversion.  Our movement orders 
must arrive shortly to maintain the marvelous spirit that has prevailed since the day of activation.

Charles 
J. Cover



January 15, 1943 

Today was the quietest day in the history of the 340th Bomb Group. The 487th and 488th Bomb Squadron
took their boys out on a hike today.  As there is not much to do in the way of flying in the squadrons, 
and as there is some tension among the men due to the nearing departure date, the little bit of infantry 
tactics is very beneficial and timely.  Lt. King, HQ S-2 officer, was promoted to 1st Lt. today.  Several 
other officers' promotions came through.  Lt. Thompson, O.C., 486th, is confined to the hospital with a 
sore throat.

January 16, 1943

Another quiet day.  Although today was Saturday, a usually busy day, the Group rested in comparative 
peace.  S/Sgt. Rexford, 488th Bomb Squadron was transferred to the 309th Bomb Group, and bounced 
back.  He will be assigned to HQ as HQ cook.  There are many examples in this group of Non-Coms 
getting a little authority, and being carried away with it to such an extent that they forget all manner of 
military courtesy, and devotion to duty.

January 17, 1943

Headquarters enlisted personnel, led by Lt. Fowler, took a seven mile hike today, and set a rather fast 
pace for themselves.  The result was the return of a bunch of weary HQ men.  A hike is planned for 
tomorrow of all officers in HQ by Lt. Colonel Tokaz, with Colonel Mills strongly behind him.  Captain 
Bachrach and Lt. Colonel Tokaz have fallen out, and a strain exists between Colonel Mills and the 
Operations Officers.  However, we are sure
that it is just a little family quarrel that will
heal soon without scar.

January 18, 1943

Today HQ enjoyed some rifle drill under
M/Sgt. Dullinger [Harry W. Dullinger].
There is still considerable work being done
on overages and shortages.  Lt. Colonel
Tokaz, Captain Bachrach and Colonel Mills
are back on friendly terms.  T/Sgt. Voorhees
returned for duty today, and work was
started on last week's edition of “FLAK”,
our Group newspaper.  The squadrons are
sending out laundry this week, so we expect
to be here a few days longer at least.  Lt.
Parrish is a very volatile gentleman (489th)
and seems pretty successful in getting what
he wants.  He came in yesterday demanding
transfer of Mess Sergeant and Mess Officer,
and achieved his ends.

FLAK Newspaper January 10, 1943 

(Sgt. Hymie Setzer's Collection)



January 19, 1943

FLAK out today.  Lt. Berenson and the squadron communication Officers and a few enlisted men sent 
to Tampa Fla. For a two-day instruction period in Communications.  Lt. King, Captain Kisselman went 
on D.S. Tampa, Fla. For an intelligence conference.

January 20, 1943

You remember last Wednesday?  Well, HQ Section together with the 488th Squadron went on a hike.  
We started at 1500 with full field pack (empty), with the boys of headquarters carrying the rifles.  We 
had gotten about one mile from the base when over came one of the 488th's bombers and dropped bags 
of flour.  Faster than you could say “Alphabet noodle soup,” the road was cleared of marching men.  
This durned plane came back about three or four times along the march and we had to scoot for shelter. 
Why it always came at us when we were in the midst of a brier patch is a mystery to me.  Some of the 
boys are still removing barbs from their anatomy.  We had traversed about four miles when a halt was 
called and lo and something or other, there was a GI truck with good things to eat.

Very quietly and orderly we lined up for chow, oh yea!  But anyway we were all soon served with 
delicious stew, biscuits, butter, pears, and coffee.  The coffee especially I mention for besides the fact 
that it was hot and had canned milk in it, it distinctly did not resemble that familiar, correction please, 
not so familiar beverage.  The consistency is the same, but the color is a beautiful “Battleship Gray.”  
The majority of the boys had an added treat—sugar--to put in this concoction.

In the midst of our gorging we were surprised to have some visitors.  An old sow and her multi-colored 
litter made advances toward us for scraps of food, no doubt, amid cries of, “Yea Gods, even here I have
relation troubles.”  “Who's your friend?,” etc.

Because all good things must come to an end—that doesn't sound very nice—but be that as it may, we 
quickly had the place policed and again resumed march.  This time in the general direction of the Base. 
I say general because just about the time we were in sight of the MP gate, we were prevailed upon to 
take a detour.  This detour happily let us thru a tear gas screen and to make it harder, we had to cross, or
rather craw thru a barbed wire fence to get out of the gassed area.  This of course, was more fun--.

Everyone got back in good shape.  Even “Tommy-gun Setzer,” the smallest man, in size, in the 
headquarters section done well.  He had only one comment to make and that was to the effect that due 
to the fact that his legs were so much shorter than anyone else's he had to take two steps to our one. 
Thus he asserts he walked, “Twice as far as you guys.”  



Left to right: Joe Nichols, Hymie (Tommy-gun) Setzer, unidentified at Walterboro, SC base.
(Terri Kittrell's Collection: Daughter of Joe Nichols)

*****The above description of our infantry maneuvers was sent in by Sgt. Kolek [Julius L. Kolek] of 
the Medical Detachment.  This sort of thing has not been done in many groups, and we are proud to 
think our men are getting this additional and necessary training.  The whole group is restricted to the 
post due to the unalertness of a few men when a plane tried to come in for an emergency landing last 
night.  New orders received.

January 21, 1943

We still do not have a moving date, and everyone is growing impatient.  The restriction imposed upon 
the group was announced today to be the result of inefficiency.  We are managing to keep busy, 
however, with drilling, parades and operations.  The favorite pass-time in HQ is throwing darts, and 
even the Colonel indulges occasionally.  A parade is being planned for Saturday, and ALL will 
participate.  It will be reviewed by the men in our group only, and is not an exhibition for outsiders.

January 22, 1943

Friday the 22nd.  The restriction imposed by Colonel Mills yesterday is still in effect, and irks the 
officers especially.  The cause of the restriction was inefficiency.  Many of the officers have been living
in town in hotels, having wives and sweethearts down to see them, and thus showing little interest in 
army life.

The big parade for tomorrow is the current topic, and formations and commands are being discussed 
with gusto by officers and enlisted men alike.



A G.I. Dance at the Walterboro armory came off this evening, and the restriction was lifted on EM 
[Enlisted Men] for the evening, griping the officers immensely.  The trouble with the dance was 
though, that the girls all came out to the base to see the officers, saving very few for the G.I.'s.

January 23, 1943

The demonstration today was a tremendous success, and the  Colonel was so pleased that he lifted the 
restriction.  The planes roared over in groups of 5, 4, 4, and 4 coming down to about 200 feet over the 
parade.  The parade formed at the squadrons, and was reviewed from Group operations.

Lt. Parrish made Captain today, following his beautiful performance at the morning review.  He flew 
below the set limit of 200 feet however, and was severely reprimanded.  The 489th however looked 
swell in the air, while the 486th probably made the best ground showing.

In the afternoon, everyone took off for town, leaving the field practically deserted.  There has been 
considerable trouble over ration shortages here, especially on eggs, butter, and meat.  It is suspected 
that there is quite a bit of graft on these
products somewhere along the line of
quartermaster handling.

January 24, 1943

Captain Whttington made Major today.
Officers' promotions have been coming
through fast and furious, and it is
believed that we will have 60% of
them promoted by the time we leave.
Enlisted men's promotions reach
almost 100%.  We attribute the grand
morale in our Group somewhat to
these promotions.

Sunday is usually a dead day here at
HQ, but it reached a high point in
dullness today, leaving the men to dice
and dart throwing.  More foot work is
being planned to occupy the men.
There is not a lot they can do
otherwise, as all of our equipment
practically is packed.

57th Bomb Wing Archives



January 25, 1943   

Blue Monday, with the morning passing as usual.  Quite a bit of heavy, foggy weather lately, making 
for very little flying.  Quite a few hikes were planned today, and other OTU activities which later had 
to be called off.  These orders must be the real thing this time.  Tomorrow's activities will reveal more 
of the nature of our movement.

January 26, 1943

Tuesday reveals a whirlwind of confusion as all men are frantically packing, and the officers gather up 
what information they can upon the nature of our coming movement, and what it will mean.  We are all
anxiously anticipating the coming venture, though have some forebodings as to its nature.  Dates, 
parties, and other activities have been called off, and the whole effort is devoted to preparedness.

January 27, 1943

There is more confusion around here than a three ring circus during a riot.  The P. of E. has been 
changed several times as well as the shipping point of matériel.  Columbia Army Air Base threw a 
monkey wrench in the machinery today, and the officers are in a
quandary trying to figure out which orders to take: Third Air
Force, Columbia, or Washington.  The trains have been ordered,
but no one seems to know exactly when they will arrive.  We
hope that the morrow will bring something definite in the way of
our departure, and that the stenciling of boxes won't have to be
changed again, from San Francisco to Newport News.  

Many of the officers and men are letting down a bit at this
crucial point, imbibing freely in liquor, and trying to get into
town for that last fare-thee-well.  The Colonel went to Columbia
to see his wife.  The weather here is cold and rainy, with no
flying, and very disagreeable.

January 28, 1943

Today was filled with expectancy and hub-bub.  The adjutant
and Matériel officers were frantically going from phone to phone
receiving new orders.  San Francisco is the latest P. of E.  Lt.
Shear [James A. Shear] and Chaplain Cooper made Captain
today, and as the Colonel so timely puts it, they make anything a
Captain now-a-days.  Of course we were all glad to see the men
get promoted.

The weather is cold and rainy, and there are innumerable colds
among the men.

James A. Shear  Credit: 57th 
Bomb Wing Archives



January 29, 1943

Today part of the train came in, and it looks like we are really going to move at last.  Many of the boys 
are sending their personal belongings home, and preparing themselves for war.  Sgt. Murray Scott was 
found today, the only body from Captain Hampton's ship not recovered.  The waters from the swamp 
had receded enough to reveal his whereabouts.  His mother was desperate with anxiety having no word 
for so long.  She must have hone though a thousand Hells.

Tomorrow we leave for sure.  The officers are busy getting their clearance sheets signed and trying to 
polish off the details and make ready for the trip.  There has been much unnecessary confusion in this 
move.  Many of the officers were more interested in getting their wives and sweethearts home and 
taking care of their personal affairs.  Then the confusion in orders from higher headquarters has been a 
set-back.  (Especially Columbia)   We trust it will all iron out.

January 30, 1943

This morning we packed our personal bags, and rushed through the final details.  The trains were on the
track, and the 487th with Headquarters and half of the 486th left first about 2:30.  The intelligence 
officers have left about a week ago in an advance cadery [sic. Cadre?], to clear the way at Pittsburgh 
California, our destination.  Captain Bachrach and the 488th flight echelon left yesterday for Battle 
Creek Michigan to pick up their new planes.  The rest of the squadrons and command section will leave
later.

The departure of the ground echelon was in order.   
   
January the 489th squadron Flight Echelon left for Battle Creek Michigan.  
December 29th, 1943.  The 487th Flight Echelon left today for Battle Creek, while the 486th Flight 
Echelon is scheduled to leave on Monday, February 1, and the 489th Wednesday, February 3rd.

Train #1 containing HQ, 487th and half of the 486th left at 3:00 P.M. today instead of 2:30.  Train #2 left 
Walterboro about 4:00 and passed Train #1 a little later.  Train #3 left Walterboro about 5:00 P.M.  
Population per train as follows, respectively #1 – 39 O.  316 EM,  #2 – 25 O. 255 EM, #3 – 26 O. 260 
EM.  Though the first train was about two hours later than scheduled in leaving, all trains departed for 
P. of E.  Guards were posted and the ends of each coach, to see that no one went in or out.  Once when 
we stopped about 20 miles out of Walterboro, a bevy of girls, supposedly officers' wives or sweethearts,
drove alongside the train and looked longingly into the coaches at their men with tears in their eyes.  It 
looked rather cheap and shoddy.

We went through Charleston, and arrived in Columbia about 10:30 where we picked up rations.  It will 
be noted that this writer was in Train #3, and may not suffer the same experiences as those of the 
occupants of the other trains.

January 31, 1943

The last day of the month finds us enroute on a route that resembles a jig-saw puzzle.  We awoke in 
South Carolina, and rode on into Tennessee.  Where we saw many of the government dams providing 
power for this part of the country.  The landscape, consisting of rocky mountains, streams, and much 



natural greenery was interesting.  We arrived in Chattanooga Tenn. about 4:00 P.M. and fell  out for 
exercises.  About 4:30 we pulled out of Chattanooga and rode around as the thermometer dropped.  
Nothing else but the monotony of the ride to report.

The Boys from HQ Section take a break during their hike.
Photo: Hymie Setzer Collection


